
FINE INDUSTRIAL
Use on smooth indoor floors
These brooms have fine, soft fibres to trap and lock dust particles 
efficiently when sweeping smooth-finish, indoor floors.

Use on unfinished floors
MEDIUM INDUSTRIAL

These brooms have multiple fibre combinations that offer a greater range 
on the fibre barometer when sweeping unfinished floor surfaces. 

560 serIes  |  synthetIc tampIco fIbre

530 serIes  |  tampIco & synthetIc

63 serIes  |  synthetIc

item size [in.] pack

53018 18

653024 24

53036 36

item size [in.] pack

56018 18

656024 24

56036 36

item size [in.] pack

6318 18

66324 24

6336 36

Synthetic horsehair encases a medium, natural tampico centre on 
these brooms. The soft, synthetic outer bristles pick up fine particles, 
while the extra flicking power of the stiffer tampico centre helps move 
larger debris for a well-rounded indoor broom.

A combination of synthetic tampico fibres makes this broom a good 
choice for a warehouse or any facility where both fine dust and larger 
particles need to be moved.

Our 100%-synthetic fibre, broom is an all-purpose choice for use 
indoors on wood, linoleum or concrete floors or outdoors on 
smooth surfaces.

531 serIes  |  haIr fIbre blend
A soft sweep broom combining horsehair blend with other synthetic 
fibres for sweeping fine particles on smooth surfaces. The flicking action 
as the broom sweeps helps move dust efficiently.

item size [in.] pack

53118 18

653124 24

53136 36 order acme  
handle

fine

550 serIes  |  haIr fIbre

item size [in.] pack

55018 18

655024 24

55036 36

These fine fibre push brooms are filled with a blend of synthetic and 
natural horsehair, a combination that effectively captures and moves 
fine dust on smooth indoor surfaces.

order acme  
handle

fine

Note:  oil & solvent resistant

order acme  
handle

581 serIes  |  synthetIc

item size [in.] pack

58118 18

658124 24

58136 36

A fine fibre push broom with soft, synthetic fibres. Flagged ends pick up 
dust with an almost magnetic action, making this broom a good choice 
for hardwood floors. The fill is moisture, solvent and oil resistant with 
excellent memory, so bristles will retain their shape over time.

order acme  
handle

medium

order acme  
handle

medium

Note:  good sweeping range

fine

Note:  blend of horsehair, 

our softest broom

medium

Note:  good sweeping range

order acme  
handle
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